Monday, April 15 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
OM12: In the Cyber Trenches with a Legal Management Professional and Cyber Forensics Expert

Agenda
- Discuss the approaches, technical jargon and what you need to know to be proactive and secure.
- Discover the steps that had been taken to identify the right partner vs. lowest cost provider.
- Recognize the good, the bad and the ugly from the assessment results and the vendors you thought were protecting you.
- Assemble and quarterback a team that is responding to a data breach.
- Prepare better for the next incident before it's too late.
Key takeaways

- Get educated. Learn a new language.
- Step outside your comfort zone... because it’s the right thing for your firm.
- Find a “Partner” who can help translate, support your efforts proactively.
- Recognize the value an independent firm brings and the “indelible lessons learned” and gained.
- Like it or NOT, a cyber incident WILL occur... Will you be ready?
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